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UNDERWATER INVESTIGATION
INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY AND CALLALISA CREEK
SUBAQUEOUS CROSSINGS
For
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Underwater and hydrographic survey services were requested to
perform inspections of the following subaqueous crossings: 12”
Ductile Iron WM (North Bridge), 8” Cast Iron reclaim (South Bridge),
16” Ductile Iron WM (South Bridge), 16” Ductile Iron WM (Callalisa
Creek).
Divers utilizing surface supplied air diving equipment with hard wire
communications inspected each individual utility crossing. Diving
operations were conducted from a 24’ dive boat. Underwater video
was utilized to document existing conditions of all exposed and
suspended pipe located during the inspection.
Pipeline location on each shoreline was provided by UCNSB
representatives.
Hydrographic surveys were conducted to establish and document the
existing underwater ground line profiles for each crossing. Attached
drawings establish current bathymetry at the time of inspection.
Diving inspection findings are as follows:
12” Ductile Iron Water Main
Main North Bridge:
Bridge:
12” ductile Iron water main was inspected on March 2, 2017.
Divers made perpendicular passes along the pipelines baseline
searching for exposed pipe. Exposed and suspended pipe was located
during the inspection of this pipeline crossing.
121’ of the 12” DI WM was found exposed, of the 121’ of exposure, 20’
of the 12” DI WM was found completely suspended and unsupported.
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12” Ductile Iron Water Main
Main North Bridge continued:
continued:
Pipe line exposure and suspension was videoed starting at the west side
and moving east.
Sta. 5+35 to Sta. 5+15 pipe was suspended 24” maximum
Sta. 5+05 to Sta. 4+14 pipe was found to be exposed, some parts of the
pipe were covered but the joints were exposed on average 30 – 50%.
The pipe was found covered with hard/soft marine growth with no
visible damage noted to pipe. During the repair on January 13, 2014 the
pipe was cleaned with a Cavidyne Caviblaster. Divers noted heavy
pitting on the pipe and 50% of coating intact after cleaning at that
station.
Clamps and spool piece installed on January 17, 2014 were found 50%
exposed between Sta. 4+85 and Sta. 4+80. No movement, damage, or
leaks noted on repair clamps and spool piece.
16” Ductile Iron Water Main Callalisa Creek
16” Ductile Iron water main was inspected on March 2, 2017.
Divers made perpendicular passes along the pipelines baseline
searching for exposed pipe. No exposed and suspended pipe was
located during the inspection of this pipeline crossing.
The pipeline was found buried for the entirety of the crossing
16” Ductile Iron Water Main South Bridge
16” Ductile Iron water main was inspected on March 3, 2017.
Divers made perpendicular passes along the pipelines baseline
searching for exposed pipe. No exposed and suspended pipe was
located during the inspection of this pipeline crossing.
The crew also walked the areas of the residential docks on the east
side of the Intracoastal Waterway at low tide searching for exposed
pipe.
The pipeline was found buried for the entirety of the crossing.
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8” Cast Iron Reclaim Main South Bridge
8” Cast Iron Reclaim main was inspected on March 3, 2017.
Divers made perpendicular passes along the pipelines baseline
searching for exposed pipe. No exposed and suspended pipe was
located during the inspection of this pipeline crossing.
The crew also walked the areas of the residential docks on the east
side of the Intracoastal Waterway at low tide searching for exposed
pipe.
The pipeline was found buried for the entirety of the crossing.
Synopsis:
12” WM North Bridge crossing
Exposed and suspended pipe continues to be the critical issue with this
crossing. Unscheduled emergency repairs of January 2014 to the
failed joint are in place, secure and functioning as designed.
120’ of exposed pipe and 20’ of unsupported suspended pipe were
documented during inspection.
Primary and immediate concern is the suspended and unsupported pipe
and joints involved. The unsupported joint/s may move or have already
moved to maximum joint deflection with no support and be experiencing
excessive stress/strain on the joints. This condition can lead to - and
cause unscheduled disruption in service/failure if left unsupported.
Secondary concern is the exposed pipe and joint sections. Exposed pipe
is subject to and vulnerable to ground tackle damage from vessels,
damage from transitory submerged debris and debris build up. An
abandoned anchor was found wedged beneath the pipe.
Cement bags installed to support the failed Joint prior to sectioning
and repair in January 2014 are inducing siltation and have added
significant sand/sediment to the stations where installed.
Crossing signs are in place and serviceable.
16” Ductile Iron Water Main Callalisa Creek
This pipeline is buried for the entirety of the crossing as intended
during installation and is currently in good serviceable condition.
West bank crossing sign is missing, East bank obscured by trees.
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16” Ductile Iron Water Main South Bridge
This pipeline is buried for the entirety of the crossing as intended
during installation and is currently in good serviceable condition.
8” Cast Iron Reclaim Main South Bridge
This pipeline is buried for the entirety of the crossing as intended
during installation and is currently in good serviceable condition.
Both the 16” and 8” crossings require Crossing signs.
*Both the 16” and 8” crossings were found exposed in 2001 and
reburied with the cement bag method to repair the crossing. Cement
bagging installation profile induced sand and sediment siltation as
intended and the crossings are still buried as designed today.
Recommendations
12”
12” WM North Bridge Crossing
Crossing:
rossing:
1) Clean the exposed and suspended pipe of all marine growth and
inspect for excessive corrosion, joint geometry, and
document/confirm overall existing condition
2) Support and stabilize the unsupported suspended pipe section via
the cement bag method.
3) Rebury the exposed pipeline sections to further stabilize and
induce protective siltation
16” and 8” South Bridge Crossings
4) Install crossing signs on both shores,
shores, both crossings.
crossings.
16”
16” Callalisa Creek
5) Replace west bank crossing sign.
sign.
6) East sign obscured
obscured by trees,
trees, remove over growth.
growth.
All Subaqueous Crossings:
Crossings:
A) Budget and schedule for diving inspection annually to ensure
all pipelines remain buried and protected.
Scott C. Anderson
President
Logan Diving & Salvage
www.logandiving.com
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